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Welcome to the September Newsletter
September Meeting
 Members workshop – Spring cleaning and potting deciduous & evergreens.
 Member styling hotspot

Jamie receiving instruction from Naoki Maeoka
on what to do with his Japanese Black Pine.
After working on repositioning some of the

branches, Naoki suggested that this pine should
be placed in a round somewhat shallower pot.
As an observer, I learnt a lot as I have a similar

pine with similar branching issues.

In this issue:
 Naoki Maeoka Workshop at Bonsai South Nursery in July – page 2  Sue demonstrates Repotting Techniques- page 3 What’s in 2.5 years – Trident Maple by Lee – page 4 Bettina’s Juniper gets a Makeover – page 4 Book review - “Bonsai Deadwood” by Francois Jeker – page 5 Spring Cleaning by Lee – page 6 Robert Steven Tips on Group Planting – page 6 Events Calendar  - page 6

Some reminders: 
Don’t forget the Tops Weekend Workshopsthis Friday, Saturday and Sunday. In addition to first class bonsai demonstrations, you can have a go at making your own bonsai pot(on a cost recovery basis); get some advice fromthe woodworking crew; and/or just quietly workon your own trees in a beautiful nature spaceat Stanwell Tops.For more information contact Julie Smith,secretary@illawarrabonsaisociety.org
Car Access to Green Square Community Hall: You need to enter the car parking area via Portman Street. See the map attachment on distribution email for details.



NAOKI MAEOKA WORKSHOP AT BONSAI SOUTH NURSERY
   Highlights from Workshop by Naoki Maeoka at  Bonsai South Nursery
  Naoki Maeoka is a resident bonsai artist at Fujikawa Kouka-  en Bonsai Nursery in Osaka Japan. Initially a graphic  designer Naoki began to pursue bonsai as a hobby in 2001   and this led him to complete a traditional five-year  apprenticeship under the second generation bonsai master  Keiichi Fujikawa. He now teaches at the Fijikawa  International School of Bonsai and regularly conducts  bonsai workshops internationally.
  Naoki has a traditional Japanese approach to bonsai and  trees he has styled grace many private collections in Japan,  Spain, Italy, Netherlands to name a few. He works with   conifer and deciduous bonsai of all sizes. He is especially  skilled at bonsai refinement and preparation for display.
  In July, he conducted a special full-day workshop at Bonsai  South Nursery. The workshop was well attended and  participants brought a variety of trees at various stages of  their bonsai journey. Under Naoki’s guidance and advice,  bonsai were transformed and/or refined and participants   went home with greater skill and understanding in   managing their trees. Below a re a few examples of trees   that were worked on during the workshop.

This advanced Juniper needed to have the trunk repositioned to
emphasise its curve; its branches brought much closer to the trunk

and the foliage wired to develop compact foliage pads 

Juniper much improved by the end of the day

  

With its very long straight trunk and multiple branches, this pine
 presented some challenges. By removing the branches from one 

side and wiring the opposite side branches down, what was a 
straight truck is now perceived as an interesting curve.

The participant wanted to learn how to refine this well 
developed Juniper with an excellent overall shape. Although 

not yet completed the picture on the right shows the results of careful clipping the foliage so that distinct pads 
can be seen greatly improving the tree’s style.

p. 2  



SUE DEMONSTRATES REPOTTING TECHNIQUES
 Sue Demonstrates Repotting at August SCBC 
  While repotting often appears to be a mundane must-do task  when cultivating bonsai, Sue’s top-notch demonstration held  everyone’s attention and generated lots of questions.

  

Above is the privet to be repotted. The close up of the roots now 
exposed, show a thick mass of fine roots which Sue attributes 

to growth in the Koreshoff open  sharp gravel mix.
 Koreshoff Soil Mix: Sue explained that the Koreshoff soil mix recommendation is: 7 scoops of washed gravel (fractured screenings size 

2-5 mm, not rounded) 3 scoops of choir peat 1 scoop of Standard Dynamic Lifter (make sure it is 
Standard only as other variations have chemicals 
added that will burn the roots.

  
  Sue begins to rake out the roots 
  so that she can give them a much
  needed “hair-cut.”

   
  Note the hole directly
  under the trunk is where
  the tap root has been
  removed many years
  ago. In the picture Sue   is actually searching for
  a small critter which she
  noticed as she was
  raking out the roots.

   Sue explained root-pruning is like giving a tree a haircut –    cutting it short stimulates new growth and does not harm the   tree.

Two-thirds of the root has been cut away. This tree is
very healthy and has a very compact root system.

   Sue explained that it is only the small rootlets that actually         take in nutrients and water. The tap root is unnecessary in a   bonsai as this potting technique firmly sets the tree in the pot   so it does not move. Many other bonsai soil types cannot be   packed as firmly as this Koreshoff mix and still let the water    drain through properly. Other mixes thus may necessitate    the wiring in of the tree through the pot’s holes to ensure it   becomes stable.
    However, if a tree’s root system is unhealthy, or the  fibrous roots are sparse then you would not prune as  drastically and you will need to prune the top of the tree to   re-establish a balance between roots and leaves.

  Wash the pot before use to   ensure that you do not transmit  disease. Cover the drain holes  with wire mesh. Put soil in the  bottom of the pot and make a  mound to ensure the soil   makes contact with the “hole”  under the trunk. If you do not   do this then air pockets will form.   After carefully positioning the tree aesthetically in the pot, it    is absolutely critical that you take the time to work the soil    in between the roots using a wooden tool. This packing   stabilises the tree and removes air-pockets.    

         

   
 

        

This repotted tree will be soaked in a tub of water so as 
to remove any air-bubbles and then the tree will be put 

in a protected spot and slowly re-introduced to its 
normal position in the bonsai collection                                                                                     p. 3



WHAT’S IN 2.5 YEARS? & BETTINA’S JUNIPER GETS A MAKEOVER
  What’s in 2.5 Years? -Trident Maple  BY LEE
  In January 2014 I got a trident maple, about 60 cm tall, and  started working on a shohin. 

Maple cut back hard in January 2014 and the 
two of the five initial grafts have taken

   The tree was cut back hard and 5 grafts done, only two of   which took. The apical graft established just under the    cut died and the area was carved to make the damage   pleasing. 
   The front root graft and one side root graft didn’t take and   the front is healing but looks as though whatever damaged   the” top” hit the bottom as well so the tree is telling a story.    The lower right graft took but a flying cat clipped the branch   and broke it. Lucky it had a shoot just under and that   became the new right side branch. At this stage the tree    was named ‘Job’.

What a difference after 2.5 years!
   
  2.5 years later it has just been repotted and wired. Amazing.  Now for ramification and developing the apex. Another 2.5  years?  Who cares.  The developing tree – well worth the  time and I really like knowing that ‘I’ did all that [with a more  than a little help from nature].

  Bettina’s Juniper Gets a Makeover
   20 years and potted up once 10 years ago. Sue did the make  over. Wow! 

Bettina’s Juniper had lost its shape and was begging for a makeover

Sue elected to change the orientation of the tree completely.
  

Now in a more appropriate pot and displayed as a semi-cascade, the main structure of the “new” Juniper has been established. The 
next stage will be to develop the foliage pads and shorten some 

of the branchlets. Light and air can now give this tree a new 
lease of healthy life.



BOOK REVIEW -”BONSAI DEADWOOD” BY FRANCOIS JEKER
 Book Review - “Bonsai Deadwood” 
 BY LEE

  Bonsai Deadwood by Francois Jeker is dedicated to  enlightening enthusiasts on the best ways to create natural  looking deadwood on bonsai. Jeker uses photographs of  trees in nature, sketches and work photographs to illustrate  what the goals are and how to achieve them.  His emphasis  is on enhancing the tree in a natural and realistic way and  stresses the importance of having the carving tell a story  and not just utilising surplus branches.    Jeker covers artistic aspects, necessary [and unnecessary]  tools, techniques and always the philosophy of nurturing   the tree in the best way possible.  He goes into why   different techniques are necessary on hardwood and  softwood trees, how natural rotting is different according   to the species and it is up to the carver to render the   deadwood he is creating to be suitable to the tree species.  Deadwood created on a juniper would not be the same as  deadwood on a deciduous tree. 

Example of level of detail of photos in the book
  Excellent photos and information are given on carving tools,  aids and bits and ways of holding the tools to get the   effects desired. 
  The book has not been edited by someone with English as  a first language and there are inappropriate words that  occasionally make the ‘translation’ a bit awkward but   overall Bonsai Deadwood is an excellent reference guide   to help a carver get the best out of the trees that are being  carved.  Jeker not only illustrates the techniques but also  details the whys of producing jins, shari and sabamiki  [hollow trunks] and the dos and don’ts that make the  ultimate design a success.

  This book is well recommended for anyone with a  penchant for doing carving on their trees.  It is put  out by the American Bonsai Society 2014 ISBN  978-0-9852998-2-8. It is available at bonsai  nurseries in Australia for about $45.
  Also another review from: http://www.stonelantern.com/Bonsai_Deadwood_How_to_Bonsai_tree_book_p/b1deadwood.htm
  “This remarkable NEW Bonsai book is the ultimate resource if   you want to learn absolutely anything about creating beautiful  natural looking deadwood on your bonsai trees. The author,  Francois Jeker is an accomplished bonsai tree artist and is  renowned as a deadwood carving master.  Softcover 6 ¾" x 8 1/4" 240 pages full of beautiful color photos  and illustrations.”
  The four stages of natural aging on deadwood shown below are  from an article by François Jeker that appeared in Bonsai Today   103 (out of print). Francois is an accomplished bonsai artist (and  deadwood master), gardener, author (Bonsai Aesthetics) and   more.

  Four stages of ageing of natural deadwood   Stage one  A freshly peeled branch or trunk will have completely smooth  wood.

  Stage two  Over the years, due to drying in the sun and wind, the wood will  split into apical cracks. 

  Stage three  Much later, cracks that are perpendicular to the apical cracks will  appear and form a “snakeskin” pattern.
  Stage four  Continued exposure to harsh weather, fungal decay and  xylophagous insects (insects that feed on woody plants) hollow  the deadwood out in this final stage.                                    p. 5



SPRING CLEANING AND EVENTS CALENDAR 
Spring Cleaning
BY LEE
  No, not vacuuming and dusting inside but de-mossing  outside.  It’s time to take a good look at the nebari of you  bonsai and use an old toothbrush to remove moss  growing over the nebari and/or up the trunk.
  Moss over the roots has advantages in that it keeps the  surface roots moist and helps increase their girth. While  moss can be beautiful it can also be detrimental to the  trunk and bark.  Constant moisture around the base of a   tree can cause collar rot which is basically ring-barking   the trunk in a natural way. Moss is another of those   bonsai aspects that many people love but don’t realise  that moss growing up the trunk is not natural and does   not promote the health of your tree.
  Now is a good time to go around all your trees and brush  the moss away and see how the nebari has developed.   It’s a voyage of discovery and its removal can bring to   light some interesting roots or increase the spread of the  nebari by exposing what has been hidden.  Trees with  fissured bark should also have the moss between the  fissures remove carefully as this will damage the   beautiful bark as well as hide it.
  Moss should never be over the entire pot and It is  good horticulture to keep it away from the base of   the tree.  Moss can inhibit air getting into the soil as  well as taking more moisture than it should to the  detriment of the tree. When moss is grown on a  bonsai it must be in keeping with the tree it is  complimenting. An olive, juniper or pine should not  have a lot of moss as these species do not normally  grow in areas that would produce lush green moss.  Few things are ‘less olive’ than moss climbing up the  trunk of a plant that prefers dry climates. The bonsai artist must always consider what is appropriate for  the tree.

  Tips from Robert Steven on Group Planting
  At the AABC 2016 Conference in Hobart Robert Steven undertook  a demonstration on group planting. Thanks to Brenda Parker for  providing the summary points.
These are the points he made-
  1. Focal point – this has to be a single large tree or a group of trees       that forms the basis of the scene.
  2.  Asymmetrical balance.
  3. You must have perspective – larger trees in the front and smaller      graduating towards the back.
  4. Dimension.
  5. Composition – consider all the different heights of the trees in     the scene.
 6. Variation of Styles and angles – these can be mixed into the      design with a 'put and look' attitude to the planting.
  7. Scale.
  8. The most important – it has to be natural!! As if no interference with a human hand.

 
This photo is from Robert Steven’s websiteand provides an example of one of his

group bonsai creations.

BONSAI EVENTS CALENDAR
Date Event Details 

9-11 Sept 2016  17th Stanwell Tops Conference, Illawarra  Bonsai Club  Tops Conference Centre, Stanwell Tops
17-18 Sept, 2016  Bonsai Society of Australia Show “From   the Mountains to the Sea”  Don Moore Centre, cnr North Rocks Rd & Farnell St, Carlingford
17-18 Sept, 2016  Campbelltown Bonsai Society Show  Campbelltown Art Gallery, Art Gallery  Rd, Campbelltown; 10 am -3 pm
1-2 Oct, 2016 Goulburn Bonsai Society Annual Show McDermott Centre, Auburn St, Goulburn; 
15-16 Oct, 2016 The School of Bonsai Annual Show Ray Nesci Nursery, 26 Sagars Rd, Dural
11-13 Nov 2016  Newcastle Bonsai Society Exhibition   Charlestown Bowling Club, 5 Lincoln St, Charlestown
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